The CSB of
Middle Georgia’s

Perspective
Spring is just around the corner! It’s my favorite time
of year! The sun seems a little brighter, the skies a
little bluer. The grass and trees resume their shades
of St. Patrick’s Day green, and flowers bloom. Some
begin working in their gardens. Many of us here in
the Southeast love the Georgia springtime climate!
Thanks to our elementary science teachers, we
usually associate “climate” with the weather. Organizations have “climates,” too, however; and we measure ours through periodic organizational climate
surveys. An informal survey was conducted at the
CSB in October, and the official Behavioral Pathway Systems survey took place in December. Over
100 of our approximately 390 staff took the survey in
October, and 93 participated in the BPS one in
December. We appreciate your time and candor.
The two surveys covered the same areas; the items
were merely consolidated into fewer individual
questions on the internal survey because of the
technical constraints of using SurveyMonkey.
Therefore, it should come as no surprise that the
results of the two surveys were nearly identical. The
advantage of the BPS survey is that it allows us to
compare our performance with both national
benchmarks and other CSBs within Georgia. We
want to share with you the highlights of the survey.
Our CSB fell close to average in overall results
when compared with the other CSBs within the
state; we were in the 45th percentile. There were 4
major domains covered: (1) staffing/co-workers, (2)
recognition & growth, (3) leadership, (4) compensation & benefits, (5) physical environment, (6)
quality, and (7) satisfaction. Let’s start with the positives! First of all, CSBMG’s domain scores were
higher than the state average in 4 of 7 domains! The
3 most favorable ratings were: (1) We are encouraged to report errors & safety problems. (2) I
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understand the vision & mission of this organization.
(3) The staff provides high quality care. These are
important and critical to meeting CARF standards
and necessary for quality services, so these were
encouraging findings!
The three least favorable ratings were: (1) I am satisfied with my pay. (2) The salary & benefits that are
offered here are fair. (3) I am satisfied with the
benefits that are made available. These areas are
unfortunately not that surprising since national
surveys of American workers often find them to be
among the top job dissatisfiers.
Over the coming weeks and months the administration will be reviewing survey results and looking at
strategies for addressing our weak areas. They are
unfortunately not “quick fixes.” Another round of
surveys will roll out soon. While you are encouraged
to participate and give your honest feedback on
areas needing improvement, you are also urged to
let us know what you think we do well as an organization! Research has repeatedly shown that those
who focus on the positives are generally psychologically and physiologically healthier than those
who don’t!

“Gratitude makes
sense of our past,
brings peace for
today, and
creates a vision
for tomorrow.”
~Melody Beattie
March 2014
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From the
Director’s Chair
By Denise Forbes, CEO
During the Georgia Association of CSB’s annual
meeting held last October, I had the opportunity to
hear remarks from the Satcher Health Leadership
Institute during the final Morning Plenary of the
conference. This was the last event on the agenda
on the last day of the conference. Many times, the
last day is not well attended; and particularly the last
speech/presentation of the day. This year turned
out to be an exception to that occurrence, as Dr.
David Satcher, former Surgeon General of the
United States, held the audience with rapt attention
as he spoke about his work as a physician, as
Surgeon General, and currently as Director of
Satcher Health Leadership Institute in Atlanta.
His entire speech revolved around what he termed
the Six Key Points for Leaders outlined in the
following bullet points:
Leadership responds to opportunities,
challenges, and crises.
Leadership is a team sport.
Leadership is like a relay race.
Leadership is not position dependent.
Effective leadership transforms
communities.
Leadership requires a global perspective.
In keeping with this theme, Golden Rule 101 training
points out the following in regard to leadership:
Leadership is not a position or title, it is life giving
influence.
Leadership acknowledges and rewards
excellence in others.
Leadership insists on excellence for
themselves and those they lead.
Leadership discovers and does the right
thing, always.
Leadership discerns the right time for doing
the right thing.
Leadership only takes action for the right
reason.

Leadership is not threatened, but instead
welcomes talents in others that they do not
possess.
Leadership ALWAYS puts the welfare of
clients, staff and organization above their
own.
Dr. Satcher talked about the characteristics of
leaders and stated that leadership is too important
to leave its emergence to chance. These points
should give all of us pause as we go about the work
we do for the CSB of Middle Georgia, for our clients,
the families we serve, and for how we treat each
other. Simply put, leadership is the capacity or
ability to lead. Everyone in the organization from
top to bottom, including our clients and families,
have the ability to rise up and become leaders.
Strong leaders make for strong organizations.
Strong leaders encourage thinking outside of the
box and creativity, hallmarks for energetic, dynamic
organizations. Opinions matter. Suggestions and
recommendations matter. Innovation matters.
Making a decision to learn more about the tasks that
our agency is involved with and deciding to work
more closely with committees on projects that we
are involved in assures that our agency will continue
to be recognized as a state leader in providing
comprehensive behavioral healthcare. To
encourage discussion about the issue of leadership,
to mentor leadership at every level, and to
conscientiously make this decision clearly puts in
practice Dr. Satcher’s most important thesis
regarding leadership --- that leadership is much too
important to leave its emergence to chance
I encourage each of you to put on your leadership
hats whenever you can, offer your assistance to
your program managers and supervisors as well as
to our Executive Team, think outside the box as
often as possible, keep the creative juices flowing,
and encourage our clients and families to take on
leadership responsibilities within the programs/
services in which they participate and are served.
With everyone’s input and help, the possibilities of
what we can accomplish are limitless!
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CSB
Connection
The CSB painted the town RED on Friday, February
7th for National Wear Red Day!! Go Red For
Women, in its 10th anniversary year, is a national
event to raise awareness of the seriousness of heart
disease in women. As you can see, there was great
participation across the agency. Even our group of
staff away at a NetSmart meeting joined in the fun!
Thanks for your involvement!

The Emerald City Express has been busy bringing
new staff to the CSB! Everybody be sure to give a
warm welcome to Jerro Shivers, Thaddeus Webb,
Althea Anderson-Etheridge, Shamada Carr, Jeffery
Carswell, Lawanda Brown, Seantca Brown, Sheila
Robinson, Ivey Tillman, Laprilla White, and Steven
Johnson!

We also send out best wishes to Clint Thomas, who
has now officially retired!

ti

Don’t forget to buy your raffle
tickets for this beautiful quilt!
The Suicide Prevention
Coalition is selling tickets for
$2 each or 3 for $5. Drawing
th
will be held on March 10 !
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CSB Chatter

I am extremely happy to announce officially that the
CSB of Middle Georgia passed its 3-day CARF
survey with flying colors! The exit survey was held
Friday afternoon, and the three surveyors spoke in
glowing terms of their entire experience here. They
thanked the CSB for its hospitality and the warm
and gracious welcome given to them by all they
met. They were effusive in their praise of the talents
and creativity seen across all the programs. In
describing the strengths they identified in our
programs, a recurring comment was “This is the
only program (or one of only a very few) we’ve ever
seen this much creativity in.” The surveyors
reported that not only did the staff “know their stuff”
but that the consumers they interviewed or
observed also consistently demonstrated
understanding. They were impressed with the focus
on consumers across the board. They were very
complimentary of staff who they felt were truly
committed to their jobs and to being an extended
family to each other and to our consumers; not
merely a group of people rotely “going through the
motions.” They did have a few recommendations
for us, and that was to be expected. However, they
let us know in no uncertain terms that our survey
was an exceptionally successful one.

The CSB of Middle Georgia once again exhibited
masterful teamwork in its preparation. You should
each take pride in our accomplishment. It was a
wonderful thing to have all three of our independent
CARF surveyors recognize and affirm the great
work that we do and see on a daily basis. You are
truly a part of an amazing team! Thank you!
~Denise Forbes, Executive Director

While our CARF survey is still
fresh on our minds, we wanted to
be sure to give a “shout out” to
Patricia Jones for all her hard
work in the weeks leading up to
the survey! She was a busy bee,
hopping all over campus and to
some off-site locations as well in
helping prepare our buildings for
our visitors. Thanks, Patricia!

Off the Charts!
I want to express my gratitude to each of you.
Without the tireless efforts of staff at all levels and in
every program, we could not have accomplished
what we did! I also want to commend Tina
Clements, CARF Chairperson; Gloria Bowen,
Crosswalk Specialist Extraordinaire; and Linda
Bailey, CARF Co-Chair along with our entire CARF
Quality Council for their untiring efforts in preparing
our agency for the survey.

Kimberly Grace, a Delmarva auditor, recently visited
the Pulaski County DD Service Center. She
interviewed consumers and staff and reviewed
records. Ms. Grace noted the records were in good
order with lots of choices and person-centered
information documented in the notes. Great job,
Pulaski staff!
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Pictured left to right are the Employees of the Month
for 2013: Jackie Cooper, Mary Brooks, Krista Kelly,
Willie Carr, Sylvia Thomas, Ella Dixon, Joany
Tanner, Abby O’Quinn, Amy Williams, Heather
King, and Calecia Moorman. (Willie Manning,
another Employee of the Month was not available
for this photo.) Congratulations, everyone!

The CSB Morale
Committee is already
hard at work recognizing
great employees for 2014!
Marlena Dixon was
awarded Employee of the
Month for February 2014.
Congratulations, Marlena!

Did you know that March is National Nutrition
Month, established in 1980 by the Academy of
Nutrition and Dietetics? It is a campaign to
emphasize the importance of nutrition as a key
component of good health. As an organization
devoted to helping our consumers develop a holistic
approach to managing their health, we should do
our part to stay informed. Arming ourselves with
information serves a dual purpose; it equips us to
educate our consumers, and it enables us to apply
what we learn in our lives in order to be successful
role models for those we serve.

Calling
All
Cooks!

The Suicide Prevention Coalition of Dublin-Laurens
is considering the creation of a cookbook as a future
fundraiser. In honor of National Nutrition Month,
please consider submitting a recipe for one of your
favorite dishes. Your recipe will be retained for
possible future inclusion in the cookbook! Email
your submissions to dmcdonald@CSBMG.com.
When: March 14, 2014 12:00-1:00 p.m.
Where: CSB Building 3 Parking Lot
What: Food (BBQ Sandwiches, Chips, Drinks, Green Rice
Crispy Treats and Cupcakes) + Entertainment (Karaoke
Singers) + Face Painting + Shamrock Hat & Costume
Contest
Singers and Face Painters are needed! Please contact
Michele Clay if you would like to participate.
Who will have the Luck of the Irish?!

Recipe for a Good Life
Start with a generous blend
of love, laughter, and sharing.
Add family and friends and mix well.
Stir in plenty of time to smell the flowers
and learn new things along the way.
Blend in equal parts work and play.
Sprinkle with gratitude and savor!!!
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Mental Health Day at the Capitol (2/19/14)
Our two CPS staff, Mat Rainey & Elizabeth Button,
and 10 consumers from CST, PSR Day Services,
and Peer Supports attended Mental Health Day at
the Capitol. Peers were informed that state legislators are implementing $49 million into mental health
services throughout the state in FY 2015. We had
the opportunity to hear from numerous speakers
detailing the various services and opportunities
offered throughout the state, such as information on
the Georgia Advocacy Office, CPS project, Peer
Support and Wellness Centers, APS Healthcare,
WRAP, Double Trouble in Recovery, etc. Keynote
Speakers included Commissioner Berry, who
expressed hopeful enthusiasm towards seeing an
increase of SEP workers; and Governor Deal, who
officially announced February 19th as Mental Health
Awareness Day in the state of Georgia.
(submitted by Mat Rainey)

Thursday, March 20, 2014 is the 12th
Annual Suicide Prevention and
Awareness Day at the Capitol. Attend
the Community Advocate Team
Training and Hike the Hill with other
Survivors, Family and Friends
bringing the voice of our communities
to the ears of our legislators! 9 A.M.
TO 2:45 P.M. in the South Rotunda!
3…2…1…ICD-10! ICD-10
will be here before you
know it and go into full
swing on October 1,
2014! Stay tuned…

Medicaid of GA consumers in Foster Care, Adoption
Assistance, and Juvenile Justice have been transferred to Amerigroup beginning 3/3/14. For the first
90 days, Foster Care kids can opt out of Amerigroup. Amerigroup will be honoring a 90-day open
authorization period (3/4/2014-6/4/14). This means
that if a consumer has a current Medicaid authorization, it will be honored for the next 90 days; and a
new authorization request will not be required from
Amerigroup until the end of the 90-day period. For
example, if I am a foster care kid who had Medicaid
until 3/3/14 and am receiving services; then as of
today I am technically now an Amerigroup consumer. However, if I still have 200 units with an end
date on my Medicaid auth as 5/30/14; then I will
continue to use those units until I either run out or
the 5/30/14 end date. Before that end date or time
that I get close to running out of units, I need to seek
authorization from Amerigroup. This part of Amerigroup will be handled a little bit differently only in
their consideration of authorization. Any existing
MICP for the child as of 6/4/14 despite the number
of units will be null, so you will have to be proactive
in seeking an auth from Amerigroup before that
occurs. Any service that requires pre-authorization
will continue to require pre-authorization. Amerigroup will be basing the number of units authorized
on the needs from the treatment plan. Please make
sure your treatment plans are current and show the
needs of the consumer.

National Doctors’ Day is in March, celebrated on the
last day of the month. Did you know that the first
Doctors’ Day was actually held in Winder, Georgia?
In 1991 official legislation was passed to recognize
National Doctors Day. March 30th was chosen in
honor of a famous Georgian, Dr. Crawford W. Long,
who on March 30, 1842 was the first to administer
anesthesia during surgery. We would not be able to
serve our communities without our doctors, who
serve as the foundation for our agency. Take time to
thank our doctors this month! We appreciate you,
Dr. Rumble, Dr. Rowland, Dr. Lwin, Dr. Kirkland, Dr.
Chism, Dr. Shuman, Dr. Souza, Dr. Giannini, Dr.
Merritt, Dr. Scott and Dr. Snowden; and Joan Mitchell and Jennifer Holmes, our physician extenders!
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by Sandi Harrison, UM
Last month the Clinical Systems Workflow
Assessments teams and Practice Management
teams from the CSB of Middle GA, Albany CSB, and
South Georgia BHS met for Final Review and
Validation for My Avatar (our new electronic medical
record). Topics at the meetings included Final
Review and Validation where we recapped the
solution review events, goals and responsibilities;
Financial and Administrative Workflow Review;
Scheduling Forms Review & Design Decisions; GA
State Reporting (MICP); Authorization Form &
Workflow; Financial Information Design Decisions;
Service Collection Forms & Workflow Review;
Claims Review & Design; Appointment posting
Forms & Workflow Review; Data Conversion; PM
Report Review & Design Decisions. The Clinical
Teams discussed the following topics: Treatment
Plan Review; Progress Notes; Assessments; State
Required Assessments; Meaningful use and Other
Chart Entry. Then all 3 CSBs (both teams) met to
work on Solution Training (Train-The-Trainer). We
spent 2 hours working in My Avatar on the Intake
Process and 3 hours working on Scheduling,
Assessments, Treatment Plans and Progress
Notes. We had a working lunch where we continued
using My Avatar to enroll a consumer and take the
consumer through to Discharge. We spent 1 hour on
the Billing Process. We will be having an all-day
conference call with the Netsmart Team in early
March. Go-Live Preparation is scheduled to occur in
April 2014 and Maintenance Training in May 2014.
Integration Training is scheduled to occur in June
and July. We are planning to Go-Live by September
2014.
The BASIS-24 is a new
assessment tool that will be
used with adult consumers
in mental health and
substance abuse programs.
Stay tuned for more
information!

When gassing up agency vehicles, use
REGULAR gas only.
Daily vehicle inspections must be completed
on all vehicles.
Vehicle mileage reports are due at the end
of each month.
Preventive maintenance should be
performed on all vehicles per the guidelines
in OAP 120-1.
All drivers have to present and copy your
driver’s licenses quarterly!
Annual safety inspections must be
completed on all vehicles.
In the event of an accident, drivers should
notify those indicated on the accident
emergency calling tree.

Hackers try to infiltrate networks by pretending to be
system administrators. If you receive a telephone
call from “Tech Support” or “Equal Tech Support” or
from “Microsoft” regarding errors in your PC, do not
give them any information. Do not give a caller your
password or go to any website you are directed to
go to. The CSB currently has no third party tech
support contracts with any company, so nobody
should be calling regarding tech support other than
Russell Turner or Daniel Walker. Contact Russell or
Daniel with other questions.

Reliable sources have confirmed that Ricky Ussery
was spotted STILL in Building 1 after 5 p.m. Please
take note! 
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WHAM (Whole Health Action
Management) participants
and staff came together on
February 5th 2014 and hosted
our second monthly (yes,
every month instead of every
quarter!) luncheon. All active WHAM coaches were
in attendance, including David Bowen and Elizabeth
with a guest appearance from Mat Rainey, another
CPS and Wellness Coach. Nichele Gillis, our
WHAM nurse, was also attendance followed by
fellow nurse Mary Books. The WHAM team is very
proud to share that to our knowledge, we are the
only CSB in the state to provide regularly funded,
full meal WHAM luncheons. Mary spoke to our
group about hypertension, the dangers of
unmonitored and/or uncontrolled blood pressure,
and provided healthy living tips to our peers.
February is also National Heart Health Month and
participants gathered to review the dangers of heart
disease and how common and prevalent this
disease is in our society, and even more common
amongst those of us diagnosed with mental illness.
We fed 10 WHAM participants a full lunch, including
baked lemon pepper chicken, lightly seasoned
roasted potatoes, followed by a hearty broccoli
casserole with crystal light flavored water to drink.
Participants (and staff alike!!) were able to enjoy
low-fat brownies and a Watergate salad for dessert.
We gave thanks for our good fortune and ability to
provide this luncheon and come together in the true
essence of peer support. The WHAM Team was
able to show that healthy living and eating can not
only taste great, but is also affordable as well. We
discussed the power of peer support and benefits of
peer support. As Peer Support is designed, we
contacted a peer who was out sick with
complications from a surgery. The entire group was
able to wish our peer good fortunes, better health
and a “Get Well Soon” group farewell. We’ll be
planning another luncheon in March – stay tuned!
(submitted by Elizabeth Button)

I speak. uSPEQ. Our consumers spoke!
We have the results from the uSPEQ survey
submitted for scoring in December. uSPEQ is a
survey our consumers complete anonymously to
rate their experiences and satisfaction with services.
The CSB received very favorable scores. The top 5
highest-scored items are listed below:
Options explained in language I understood

96.3%

I agreed with goals in my plan

95.7%

Front desk staff helpful

95.6%

Would recommend to a friend

95.6%

Staff treated me with respect/courtesy

95.4%

While we love hearing what we do well, it is good to
know areas in which we can improve. The bottom 5
lowest scored items are listed below:
Informed of outside resources

83.2%

Able to do needed things without barriers

86.3%

Able to deal with everyday activities

86.9%

Know where/how to get help in community

87.6%

Able to participate in leisure activities

88.1%

One comment that was made by one consumer in
one program but could be said by many in each of
our programs should remind us that what we do
matters: “The staff have been so marvelous to me,
and I hope God blesses them all!”

